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First Boot

                                    
                                    

* You want to set a user password to prevent access to organizer applications in case the phone is stolen.
* Setting user password can be re-entered to verify it.
* You don't want the end-user to remember two passwords, hence PIN is copied to user password, and only one password is 
prompted for.
* If user password is forgotten, use “Password Reset Mechanism”.
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Regular use

Key:
* Orange “login” means access to organizer + GSM.
* Green “login” means access to only organizer applications.
* Red “deny access” means deny access to using the phone.
* Blue color means some processing tasks.
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Changing SIM card/selling the phone to somebody

* Old user password is required to use the phone and organizer applications. Else, it might be the case of a stolen phone.
* Updated user password to new PIN value so it can be checked for in regular use.
* If user password is forgotten, see below, “password reset mechanism”.
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Password Reset Mechanism

The “real” owner of the phone should be able to reset the user password in case:

* he/she forgets the password, maybe through some secret question/answer with FIC/OpenMoko.

* he/she would like to sell the phone to somebody else, so they can use it. So, you don't have to reveal your previous user 
password.

Any third-party should _not_ be able to reset the password, in case the phone is stolen.

So, some mechanism should be worked out here.
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